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Blessings beloved ones,

I, "a soul", of MaryRefugeOfSouls, want to take this moment to explain further how 
divine knowledge will be shared once the Warning (Illumination of Conscience) has 
happened to mankind and as we enter into the critical period of the refuges and Great 
Tribulation.  Because I know that people can be feeling overwhelmed by the wealth of 
knowledge that Heaven has imparted to us in these End Times.  So, I want to explain a 
little bit of how God's Plan is going to work, so people do not feel overwhelmed and 
stressed out by trying to learn (cram) everything that Heaven has shared with us.  
Because a little bit of advanced knowledge can do a lot to help people better prepare for 
coming events and in managing their time better.  So, let me begin...

Firstly, once the Warning has happened to all of mankind, the Lord is only giving us 6 
weeks in the aftermath to gain all the helpful Godly knowledge that we can through 
internet-based sources.  Then, once those 6 weeks have passed on earth, we must remove
all internet-based technology and devices, such as cell phones, televisions, computers, 
etc., from our homes and from our access.

All internet-based technology and devices must be removed, because it is only during 
those 6 weeks immediately after the Warning has happened, that satan and all the 
demons of hell will be locked up in hell and they will NOT be able to interfere with 
mankind's free will choices in any way.  However, once those 6 weeks have passed, then
satan and the demons of hell will be released and they will be given additional 
permission to use their enhanced demonic powers against mankind.  Moreover, once 
those 6 weeks have passed, the antichrist -- who is a demon incarnate -- will be finally 
given permission to make his presence visibly known on earth, and he will be allowed to
use powers given to him by satan against mankind.  Some of those powers include 
seduction and hypnotism.
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Honestly, I, "a soul", can personally tell you all, that it is very difficult to fight satan's 
seductive and hypnotic powers -- even at a very low level intensity.  I tell you all that at 
low levels such powers can make a person go instantly mad (crazy) and suicidal.  So, I 
cannot even imagine how difficult that it would be to fight against such satanic powers 
at its greatest intensity through the antichrist.  Moreover, I know that despite all my 
personal battles against satan during the past 18 years, the Lord has shared with me that 
they are incomparable to satan's mind control powers through the mark of the beast 
(embedded physical microchip).  So, I emphatically tell you all to NEVER take the mark
of the beast.  Because, truly, there is NO cure and NO healing for the mark of the beast 
-- you will instantly become a lost (damned) soul.  You will become instantly mentally 
lost -- with your mind and your psyche becoming irrecoverable by God.  Do NOT even 
consider it.

Now, people may ask me why God is permitting satan, all the demons of hell, and the 
antichrist, to use heightened demonic powers against mankind?  My dear brothers and 
sisters in Christ, God is giving all of mankind the (second) greatest act of His Divine 
Mercy besides the Crucifixion of Our Lord, Jesus Christ, for all of mankind's sins.  This 
greatest act of His Divine Mercy is the Warning (Illumination of Conscience) encounter 
in which all of mankind will experience a "mini-judgment" of where their soul stands 
spiritually at that exact moment before God.  Normally, such a divine judgment only 
happens once a person has died and they do not get any chance to amend their sinful 
ways in their earthly life.  Yet, during the Warning, much of mankind is going to get a 
second chance to return to life on earth and to change their errant behaviors so they are 
"right" with God and can merit Heaven.

My dear brothers and sisters in Christ, if you have been following the heavenly 
messages on my blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, then shockingly but true, you will know 
that about 90% of mankind is spiritually in mortal sin and would go to hell if all of 
mankind died at this moment and were judged by Jesus.  Yet, we also know from 
heavenly messages such as the Book of Truth (Maria Divine Mercy), that over 5 
billion people living on earth will be saved through the act of the Warning.  My dear 
brothers and sisters in Christ, in order for mankind to merit such a great grace from 
God, we have to show collectively that we are worthy of such a profound grace of 
Divine Mercy.  Once the Warning happens, the entire world will be forever changed.  
There will be no going back to yesterday and mankind's blindness to his collective sins 
like abortion, sacrilege, etc.  Truly, the more divine knowledge that you are given by 
God, the more that a person is held responsible to God for having that knowledge and 
behaving accordingly to it.  Hence, once the Warning happens, all of mankind will be 
entering into the darkest period of the antichrist known as the Great Tribulation of the 
Apocalypse.  There will be no turning back of this chastisement on the entire world.



My dear brothers and sister in Christ, I want you to understand that when I first decided 
to create this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls (formerly, MaryRefugeOfHolyLove), back in 
April 2015, I had no idea that it would grow to be what this website is today.  I simply 
listened to the promptings of the Holy Spirit as I took each present moment as it came.  
Now, it is almost 7 years later, and even I can be overwhelmed by all the content that 
exists on this website (if I really consider what I have created).  Yes, there is much 
information and heavenly messages to absorb and consider.  And certainly, you could 
easily sit behind a computer and not read and discern everything that is on this website 
during 6 weeks, especially, if you are just coming to know about this blog, 
MaryRefugeOfSouls, in the aftermath of the Warning.  Simply put, it is a lot.

However, I want people to generally know that God does NOT expect people to read and
discern everything on this blog (blessed are those who have been with me since the 
beginning though -- as we have grown and learned together!).  But, what God is going to
do for all the newcomers to this blog, especially, in the aftermath of the Warning, is IF 
people pray, the Holy Spirit will guide each person to the information and heavenly 
messages that they will need for their PARTICULAR circumstances and their 
PARTICULAR conversion and salvation.  Thus, countless people will be touched and 
blessed however God uniquely wants them to be by the content on this blog.  So, I do 
not want people to ever feel overwhelmed or stressed out that they must learn everything
presented on this website.  You have the ultimate partner in your conversion and He Is 
known as the Holy Spirit.  Not only is the Holy Spirit your Advocate, He is also your 
Teacher and your Best Friend.  The Holy Spirit will help you and you will not be ever 
alone in your learning of God and His Way and His Truth.

Now, I have mentioned this before, but I want to share this knowledge again, especially, 
for the newcomers, because these are things that I personally know from the Lord and is 
exclusive to those following this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls.  Firstly, in January 2017, 
God shared with me what the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal are.  This means that only
Garabandal visionary, Conchita, and myself, "a soul", know exactly what the Miracle 
and Sign of Garabandal will be directly from Heaven.  Moreover, for those who are 
curious, Heaven has confirmed that the knowledge given to me by Saint Gabriel 
Archangel back in January 2017 about the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal is 
CORRECT.  This knowledge has been confirmed multiple times over a  3-year period by
both Papa God and Our Lord, Jesus Christ, to FOUR different and independent chosen 
messengers of God who are known to me, "a soul", and they do not know each other.

So, YES, I, "a soul", of MaryRefugeOfSouls, truly do know what the Miracle and Sign 
of Garabandal will be.  Moreover, in March 2018, Jesus and His Blessed Mother 
commissioned me to write down what the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal are and its 
divine significance.  That way, there would be a written record in advance of the divine 
events happening for two reasons.  One, so all of mankind could be informed of what 



they are although they may not be in physical attendance of witnessing the supernatural 
Miracle or viewing the divine Sign in person in the aftermath.  Two, so none of mankind
can claim that the Miracle or the Sign of Garabandal are something else or they have a 
different discernment, interpretation, meaning, or significance.  I, alone, have been given
permission by Heaven to record in writing what the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal will
be and how knowledge of it is to be used to help mankind face its challenges once it has 
happened on earth.

And so, since being commissioned in March 2018, it took me almost three years to 
record the supernatural intervention due to much demonic interference and spiritual 
warfare.  But, finally, in late Fall 2020, I finished the first TWO volumes titled, The 
Great Miracle of Garabandal.  Both volumes are in English and have been translated into
Spanish.  However, only a small portion of the volumes addresses the significance of the
Miracle and Sign of Garabandal.  It is actually over 1,200 pages in length (both books), 
containing also some of my more important commentaries and important heavenly 
messages from different sources found on my blog.  The books also include some 
writings by contributors for whom I am thankful as the Holy Spirit especially wanted 
them to include their personal insights to enhance the special significance of the 
volumes.  As these two volumes are very special to God, the Blessed Mother, and 
Heaven.

Furthermore, I am finishing up a third volume which focuses on more advanced 
spirituality, building upon what has been shared in the first two volumes.  I kindly ask 
for prayers so that I can finish this special project on-time ahead of the Warning, along 
with this third book being fully translated into Spanish.  Thank you very kindly, dear 
friends.

Now, the reason that I am sharing about the existence of these three volumes, is because 
as much as I would love to have all the content on my blog packaged in a nice gift to 
give to everyone, that is not feasible.  Moreover, I do not expect people to print out 
everything on my website as that is not realistic either.  However, these three volumes 
will be essentially the "textbooks" to get everyone up to speed at the refuges on what 
God desires people to study about modern-day heavenly messages as they learn and 
grow in the Catholic faith.  So, for everyone who comes "late" to learning about my 
blog, God has a definite plan to help people know of the importance of private 
revelation, especially, the messages at Holy Love Ministries, etc., in this End Times.

So, how will the Divine Plan unfold?

Well, first most, I want people to know that WHENEVER the Warning (Illumination of 
Conscience) happens on earth, the divine intervention of the Miracle and Sign of 
Garabandal WILL HAPPEN within the 6 weeks aftermath of the Warning.  This is 



because Papa God WILLS for all of mankind to come to full knowledge of what the 
Miracle and Sign of Garabandal ARE and its greater significance for all of His beloved 
children.  This means that the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal MUST HAPPEN during 
the 6 weeks when satan and all the demons of hell are locked up and they cannot 
interfere with mankind's free will choices or the internet.  Moreover, Papa God WILLS 
everyone to be able to read the PDFs of the three volumes immediately after the Miracle 
of Garabandal has happened on earth, so that mankind fully knows what it needs to do to
regain God's favor, such as the Fatima Consecration of Russia to the Immaculate Heart 
of Mary, etc.  Additionally, Papa God WILLS all of mankind to see color photographs 
(images) of the remaining Sign of Garabandal, which I fully expect will be plastered all 
over the internet.

So, the date of the Miracle and Sign of Garabandal WILL HAPPEN within the 6 weeks 
aftermath of the Warning encounter.  And since Papa God Is the Only Person Who 
knows when the actual date of the Warning will take place, if free will human events
make it necessary, the Blessed Mother will inform Garabandal visionary, Conchita, of 
any Miracle date changes during the Warning encounter.  Because that is the ONLY 
TIME when Heaven can, and if necessary, will change the date of the Miracle of 
Garabandal, so Conchita can be fully confident and trust that the date change is of 
Heavenly-origin, and to make sure that the date happens WITHIN the 6 weeks aftermath
of the Warning (when hell can NOT interfere at all).

Now, that being said, please do not feel that you have to print out the PDFS of the three 
volumes (over 1,800 pages), which will be made FREELY available to everyone to 
download after the Miracle of Garabandal has taken place.  Again, Papa God has a very 
Comprehensive Divine Plan accounting for every fact and every detail.  Physical copies 
of all three volumes will be made available to everyone in the world who wants a 
physical copy at the refuges.  There exist a few physical copies of the volumes and God 
is going to multiply by prayer the physical copies so that eventually everyone living in 
the refuge network can have their own copies of the books.  This is because God will 
permit limited travel between the different refuges for certain individuals, like good 
priests, chosen messengers, etc.  Also, God will be instructing His chosen messengers of 
today to bring their own physical copies of the heavenly messages given to them to the 
refuges.  So, there will be NO loss of divine knowledge at the refuges for those who are 
late-comers to private revelation.  God will be providing for all those living at the 
refuges, so literally, everyone will be on the same page when it comes to the divine 
knowledge that God desires everyone to possess.  This knowledge will also be in 
addition to all the other helpful Christian books and written works that God will be 
multiplying by prayer that have sustained Christianity for the past two thousand years.  
So, voracious readers be well-prepared for the days ahead.

Finally, I want to speak about the collection of heavenly messages given to Latin-



American mystic, Lorena, which I recently released on the blog (in its original Spanish 
and translated English forms).  I know that the PDFs are a lot of pages (over 500 pages) 
and have a lot of information about End Times events.  However, I do not want people to
become overwhelmed either by the reading of all these pages.  Essentially, this is what I 
want people to gain in spiritual insights from this body of heavenly messages.

Firstly, if you are following the Holy Love messages, then you have the spiritual 
foundation that the Blessed Mother and the Holy Archangels Michael, Gabriel, and 
Raphael are talking about people striving to become "Living Tabernacles" in the 6th 
Chamber of the United Hearts.  So, while you might be learning a different approach as 
to how to reach the 6th Chamber, ultimately, this spiritual journey will not be wholly 
unfamiliar or totally unknown to you, because it is based upon the same teachings that 
Heaven has been providing us at Holy Love Ministries.  So, yes, there might be different
prayers used, etc., but the overall preparation is just a slightly different path on the same 
spiritual mountain that we are climbing to the Highest Heaven.

It is just like there are different religious Orders within Our Catholic faith -- the 
Franciscans, Carmelities, Dominicans, etc. -- that possess distinct teachings (unique 
charisms) that will attract people in different ways to adopt as part of their personal 
spirituality.  Though distinct in the emphasis of their teachings, at the end of the day, we 
are all climbing the same Calvary to Jesus.  Similarly, the Catholic faith can be 
compared to a Beautiful Prism with each angle, ray of light, representing together all the
unique personal possibilities to journey home to Jesus.

So, please do not be overwhelmed with trying to discern and absorb all the information 
in the heavenly messages given to mystic, Lorena, from 2015-2021.  The most important
thing to understand is that God's Divine Plan is so comprehensive that even if the 
substantial majority of people will be saved because they made it to the safety of the 
refuges and Marian shelters, Heaven is NOT going to abandon the rest of mankind to the
antichrist and hell without a bitter fight over every soul left in the world.  So, Heaven is 
going to fight its hardest to claim every soul who has not taken the mark of the beast.

So, what does this mean?

This means, whatever happens, if God calls you by inner locution to the safety of a 
refuge, as an adult, you are responsible only for yourself and any children dependent on 
you.  Do not waste any of your allotted 20 minutes engaging in confusion, indecision, or
arguments with any person.  You just do what you have to do to take care of your 
children dependent upon you and you leave immediately for the refuge -- even if you 
have to begin the journey by walking.  Trust that the Lord will help you by sending a 
holy angel to bring you the rest of the way to the refuge.  But, you must take the first 
steps to depart for the refuge even if it means by first walking.



Second, you must pray for any people left behind.  (Please note, if you must leave 
behind a disabled or bed-ridden person, the holy angels will bring them to the same 
refuge that you are sent to -- so do not worry about your loved ones if that is the 
situation when you are called to the refuges).  

Now, why must you pray for any people left behind?

Well, sadly but honestly, the truth is that the eternal fate of some people will literally not 
be decided until they come face-to-face with a gun pointed at their heads and they have 
to make a last minute decision for God.  So, you must pray because some of those 
people left behind might be your loved ones who will be faced with the decision of 
martyrdom or going to a detention camp because they stood firm by not receiving the 
mark of the beast.  Never assume that any of your loved ones left behind will become 
lost (damned) souls.  Denial, confusion, and delusion can be very strong when used by 
the enemy (the devil) to spiritually blind and manipulate control over people.  Thus, for 
some people, they will only have their final wake-up call to God at the moment that their
lives are in severe distress and in immediate physical (mortal) danger.

So, pray for any of your loved ones left behind that they are granted the grace of 
heightened clarity and final perseverance by the Holy Spirit.  Do not abandon your loved
ones left behind in the most important decision-making moments of their lives when 
they will truly need your loving prayers.  Maintain your hope in God by continuing to 
love them with the sacrificial love that you have for them -- offering up all the pains of 
your wounded and grief-struck heart knowing that you left them behind.  God CAN 
AND WILL GIVE your loved ones the greatest and most profound "choice" graces in 
their final moments, because you continued to love them united with the SAME LOVE 
that Jesus carried their souls as He died on the Cross -- the endless depth of 
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE that always hurts due to its profound purity of the heart.

And secondly, we know from the heavenly messages given to mystic, Lorena, that God 
Is going to raise up a very specialized Marian "Army" that will be going directly into the
battlefield of the world, in order for God to lay claim on every possible soul left behind 
in the world who does not succumb to the antichrist and the mark of the beast.

Who is this specialized Marian Army?

Firstly, please understand that everyone who is with God will be engaged in some type 
of spiritual warfare throughout the Great Tribulation.  Forming the basic foundation, 
everyone who is safe at the refuges and the Marian shelters will be enlisted in this 
Marian Army as "praying" soldiers.  Such praying soldiers will be under the direct 
leadership of Saint Gabriel Archangel and they will be devoted to praying for those 



soldiers -- the "practitioners" and the "Firstfruits" who will be the two groups of 
specialized soldiers going directly into combat outside the safety of the refuge network, 
to evangelize those left behind in the world.

The "practitioners" of the Marian Army will possess special charisms and spiritual gifts 
like divine healing, etc.  The practitioners will be back-up supports for the "Firstfruits" 
as they will be assisting them with preaching to the masses and helping those who are 
sick and dying.  One of the strong traits of those who will be chosen as practitioners by 
God is that they love to help others, especially, those who are very ill and may be in their
final moments of life.  Practitioners will be under the leadership of Saint Raphael 
Archangel, who will teach and guide them in how to make and use different remedies to 
cure those with plagues, and will instruct them in the different methods of healing 
mankind -- such as mentally, psychologically, etc.  Practitioners will also be especially 
entrusted with helping those who are dying to make their final peace with God.  They 
may also help bring scared people caught in the crossfires to the safety of the refuges 
throughout the Great Tribulation.

Meanwhile, the "Firstfruits" are the highest level of soldiers in the Marian Army.  The 
Firstfruits will be under the direct leadership of the Two Witnesses of Revelation with 
the Blessed Mother Mary being the Captain of the entire Marian Army, in addition to 
Saint Michael Archangel and Saint Joseph being directly under Her leadership, who will 
also help the Two Witnesses and the Firstfruits.  The Two Witnesses are two unknown 
people in the world who are descendants in the lineage of King David and are under the 
missionary inspiration of Old Testament Saints, Elijah the Prophet and Enoch.  While 
the Firstfruits are the 144,000 sealed chosen ones by God, as indicated in the Book of 
Revelation, coming from all 4 cardinal corners of the world -- all nationalities, races, 
and cultures -- while they are also descendants of the original Twelve Tribes of Ancient 
Israel.  Both the Two Witnesses and the Firstfruits will be the ones chosen to directly 
engage against the antichrist and his evil forces; and they will possess the special 
charism of being able to convert large crowds and masses of people by the preaching of 
the Gospel and the Word of God.

Now, the uniqueness about the Firstfruits (and the Two Witnesses) is that during the 
mystical experience of the Warning (Illumination of Conscience), all of them will be 
brought to Heaven and they will be given the spiritual insights that they need for their 
earthly missions to be successful -- being directly told such information and plans by 
Papa God.  They will be also totally healed in body, spirit, and soul, and will be given 
glorified "immaculate" bodies such as Adam and Eve possessed before their Fall at the 
dawn of creation of mankind.  Likewise, they will be given all the spiritual gifts and 
charisms that Adam and Eve possessed before the Fall.  This includes the gifts of being 
able to travel at the speed of thought and being able to communicate telepathically with 
one another and with all holy beings of God.  This also means that they will possess all 



the infused knowledge that God wills for them, including knowing multiple languages 
and knowing all the inscribed words of the Holy Bible by heart, etc.

And, most importantly, the Firstfruits will all dwell spiritually in the 6th Chamber of the 
United Hearts, being known as "Living Tabernacles", in which the Spirit of God will 
constantly dwell in them and He will never depart.  This is why the 144,000 chosen ones
will be known as the "Firstfruits", because they will be the first of the human family to 
be specially selected by God, enjoying in advance the fruits of the First Resurrection, 
which will take place eventually for the rest of the Faithful Remnant and the saints of 
Heaven at the Second Coming of Our Lord, Jesus Christ (once the Great Tribulation, 
Three Days of Darkness, and the Glorious Renewal of the Earth has happened, etc., 
sometime in the near distant future known only to Papa God).

Now, please understand, my dear brothers and sisters of Christ, that the mystical 
encounter of the Warning (Illumination of Conscience) will be the leveling of the 
playing field among all people (to use an English colloquialism).  So, not only will all of
mankind experience individually a "mini-judgment" so that each person knows exactly 
where he or she stands spiritually before God; every person is going to know what God 
expects of them, including the specific mission that God wills for them if they choose to 
follow the Lord.  So, everyone will know which type of soldier that they are as part of 
the overall Marian Army.

Moreover, it is not necessary that a person needs to be familiar with private revelation in
the Catholic faith, or even that they must be familiar with the heavenly messages given 
to Lorena, etc., to be enlisted as a specialized soldier of the Marian Army.  So long as 
they are a "good-willed" person in the Holy Sight of God, Papa God may select them as 
part of the 144,000 chosen ones known as the "Firstfruits" as their sacred mission in the 
Divine Plan; same as for being chosen as a "practitioner" who will accompany the 
Firstfruits in the battlefield of the world.

Also, being chosen as a Firstfruit does not necessarily mean that you must already 
spiritually be in the 6th Chamber of the United Hearts before the Warning takes place.  
Rather, if God has chosen you to be a Firstfruit, He will bridge any gap between your 
current spiritual state, raising you up to the 6th Chamber, during the Warning encounter. 
So, in these days leading up to the Warning, what is most important -- especially, if you 
would like to be recognized by God as a specialized soldier of the Marian Army -- is that
you strive to be right with God.  This means always being obedient to His Ten 
Commandments and working daily on your personal holiness -- your present moment 
conversion and salvation in God.

Now, my dear brothers and sisters in Christ, I believe that this has been mentioned in 
the Book of Truth (Maria Divine Mercy), but this fact has also been shared with me 



privately by Our Lord, Jesus Christ.  This is the revelation: Papa God will NOT permit 
the antichrist to directly control the entire world.  This is because if the antichrist were to
completely rule and control the entire world (as satan desires), it would be SO 
HORRIFIC that none of mankind would be able to survive.  However, it is my 
(personal) understanding that the antichrist will MOSTLY DOMINATE and the mark of 
the beast will be MOSTLY PREVALENT in countries that have Christian heritage and 
Christian roots, with the communistic, Islamic, and pagan nations being connected to the
antichrist's overarching control by political / economic / spiritual unions governed by 
very evil men (most likely, by demon incarnates like the antichrist himself).

I share this revelation with you, my dear brothers and sisters in Christ, to emphasize 
why the Fatima Consecration of Russia is so important to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
Because, although the antichrist and his evil henchmen will be allowed to make their 
physical presence fully known after the 6 weeks have passed once the Warning has taken
place, the free will decisions of mankind do have a definite part in directing the coming 
depth and severity of the chastisements during the Great Tribulation.  So, the 
Consecration of Russia will not be an useless or mere token consecration by the Catholic
bishops, but will definitely impact and lead to positive changes towards world peace and
ultimately result in the Triumph of the Immaculate Heart of Mary in the End Times.

I also provide this revelation to you all to help explain how and why there will be 
specialized soldiers of the Marian Army -- the practitioners and the Firstfruits -- outside 
the refuge network, directly combating the antichrist and his evil henchmen on the 
battlefield of the world.  Because Heaven and hell are going to wage the fiercest battles 
over the eternal fate of every soul that will take place spanning over neighborhoods, city 
blocks, county territories, entire provinces -- every inch of this entire physical world.  
This will be known as the "War of Armageddon", which will culminate in the latter 
stages on the likewise called Armageddon plains of Israel (see the Holy Bible).

It is also imperative for people to know this revelation, because I want to emphasize how
vitally important it is to always pray for the survival of the country of the United States 
of America according to the Divine Will of Papa God.  This is because the USA does 
play a critical prophetic role in bringing about world peace and spreading the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ to the rest of the world according to the Divine Plan.

Yes, it is a certainty that refuges will be necessary for the survival of God's people in my
beloved country (USA).  However, I want all peoples and, especially my beloved 
countrymen, to know that just as there will be always a righteous part from the entire 
body of Christianity -- the Faithful Remnant -- that God will recognize and call as His 
beloved children, protecting them always as His own (while the rest remain wicked); 
likewise, that is the same reality for the state of affairs for my beloved country, the USA.
This means that free will choices of my fellow countrymen will determine the future 



political path of my country, internally and externally.  Moreover, if it is still possible to 
have a politically "Righteous Remnant" of the USA survive intact during the Great 
Tribulation, then Papa God WILL, in fact, impart special graces to help that small 
political body of the USA to survive and thrive.

So, what does this mean for all of us?

This means that due to the free will of mankind, there may be significant parts of the 
USA, such as possible regions of conservative "red" states where people may be able to 
live more freely "unrestricted" without being confined by the physical boundaries of a 
refuge protected by holy angels.  This reality has been suggested in the Book of Truth 
(Maria Divine Mercy), hinted by in the heavenly messages given to Luz de Maria; and 
most particularly, spoken directly about in the heavenly messages given to Lorena.  
Labeled as  "Marian shelters", such places will be established by faithful households and
communities during the Great Tribulation -- under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit -- 
which will be centered around a spiritual focal point, a designated Church or holy 
ground, where the Most Holy Eucharist can be protected and adored constantly, day and 
night.

This future reality where the USA may be divided politically into separate regions of 
control between good and evil forces -- which might mirror conservatively known "red" 
areas and liberal "blue" areas of my beloved country -- has been also suggested in 
heavenly messages given to Prophet John Leary.  In particular, Our Lord, Jesus Christ, 
has indicated that He will "slow down" the "flow" -- the numbers of people coming in 
groups to each physical refuge so that they are manageable -- basically, so the refuge 
owners will not be overwhelmed (shocked) all at once by large crowds of faithful.

Furthermore, this political reality in which physical regions will be divided up and 
controlled by good and evil forces during the Great Tribulation will exist potentially in 
other countries besides the USA.  So, once the Warning has happened, I want to 
encourage all peoples living in different countries and nations besides the USA to work 
together with your fellow countrymen to bring Christianity to your lands.  Never give up
to the antichrist and his evil forces your spiritual inheritance revealed to you as a 
beloved child of Papa God, which includes your future eternal destiny as a citizen of 
Heaven.  Remain always faithful to God and He will remain always faithful to you.

In conclusion to this lengthy commentary, Papa God Is permitting me, "a soul", to share 
with all of you, my dear brothers and sisters in Christ and my beloved followers of this 
blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, THREE very profound revelations about the End Times.  
These three very important revelations are concerning the Miracle and Sign of 
Garabandal, and also the Third Secret of Fatima.  So, let me kindly address them...



As I shared earlier, there exists two volumes written by me called, The Great Miracle of 
Garabandal, which contains a part that explains in advance what the Miracle of 
Garabandal will be and its significance.  I state also in one sentence that there is a 
"surprise" that is not mentioned within the pages of the first two books.

I am not permitted to speak publicly about what the exact surprise is, but Papa God is 
allowing me to share certain aspects about the surprise now, which honestly, involves 
"several" related surprises -- not simply "one" that was not revealed in the first two 
volumes.  So, the first aspect is this.  If you have the opportunity to witness first-hand 
the Miracle of Garabandal -- which will take place by divine intervention at a few 
different locations in the world -- at certain major Marian shrines, not only in 
Garabandal, Spain -- then, I want you all to know that YES, it will be indeed 
worthwhile to be physically present to personally witness the Miracle of 
Garabandal as it is taking place on earth.

Papa God desires as many people to witness in person the Miracle of Garabandal 
because there is such a marvelous aspect to it.  Truly, the Miracle will be the greatest 
moment of your earthly life and you will never regret all the effort and personal 
challenges that you overcome to be physically present to witness it.  The Sign of 
Garabandal will have an eternal "imprint" of the marvelous aspect.  However, despite 
the everlasting grace of the "imprint", the marvelous aspect is such an once-in-a-lifetime
memory that people will wish that they were part of seeing it first-hand.

Truly, the Miracle of Garabandal will be a rare moment in which God will unveil the 
Most Hidden Secret of Heaven -- unlocking the Greatest Mystery of why the Most Holy 
Trinity decreed all of Creation and the existence of mankind.  All of those physically 
present will be profoundly touched and will fully understand their unique purpose, their 
unique role, and their unique place in the Divine Plan and Divine Heart of God.  Most 
importantly, tears of joy and tears of gratitude will result as those physically present will 
come to know the profound depths of Divine Love that kept Our Lord and Our Savior, 
Jesus Christ, nailed to The Cross.  As everyone will intimately understand in their hearts 
that the entire history of salvation is a profoundly great love affair between God and His 
beloved children.

In addition, Papa God Is permitting me to share another "surprise aspect" about the Sign 
of Garabandal that is not revealed in the first two volumes, but which I do share a bit 
about in the third volume that I am writing now.  The veiled surprise is this.  There is a 
special "key" that is part of the Sign of Garabandal that Heaven will use to "unlock" the 
identities of the Two Witnesses of Revelation to the world.  So, in the third volume, I 
reveal the supernatural key within the Sign, its significance, and the divine intervention 
that the Blessed Mother has chosen as the lock.



Now, do I know all the details about the Two Witnesses of Revelation, like their hidden 
identities, when they will be revealed to the world, and about their sacred mission 
entrusted to them by Papa God?

NO, I do not.  However, this is the final and third revelation that Papa God is permitting 
me to share with you all, my dear brothers and sisters of Christ.  This is also a revelation
exclusively given to me, "a soul", by Our Lord, Jesus Christ, that I am sharing with you 
now, as my beloved followers of this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls.  It is about the part of 
the Third Secret of Fatima, which was revealed by the Vatican in the year of 2000.

Here is the exclusive revelation.  So many people have interpreted that "a bishop dressed
in white" whom the three child visionaries "had the impression that it was the Holy 
Father" in the 1917 vision of the Third Secret of Fatima is either Pope Benedict XVI or 
Pope Francis, etc.  Sorry, those discernments are wrong.  Rather, the bishop clothed in 
white is one of the Lord's Two Witnesses of the Apocalypse.  He is a Catholic priest 
totally unknown to the world who has been predestined before the foundation of 
Creation to serve as leader -- 'Holy Father' -- of the Faithful Remnant in this End Times. 
Moreover, the reason that the three child visionaries saw "something similar to how 
people appear in a mirror when they pass in front of it" is because there are two of them 
-- Two Witnesses of Revelation, although only one of them will be recognized in the 
acting role as the 'Holy Father'.

Finally, the vision of the Third Secret of Fatima revealed in the year of 2000 is a 
prophetic representation of how the Two Witnesses of Revelation will be martyred in 
Jerusalem.  As recorded in the Holy Bible, they will be killed by the antichrist towards 
the end of the Great Tribulation, then resurrected three and a half days later and assumed
into Heaven before the astonished world of onlookers.  Furthermore, the martyrdom and 
resurrection of the Two Witnesses will signal the imminent ending for the hellish reign 
of terror unleashed by the antichrist and satan on earth.  As Jerusalem will be set free at 
last to embrace its eternal mission and sacred destiny as the divine origin for everlasting 
world peace.  The New Jerusalem will result and by which God will rule from the New 
Heavens all the nations on the New Earth by the truths of the Gospel -- the Good News 
of Jesus Christ -- in the New Millennium of the Era of Peace.  As the long awaited for 
answer of the complete fulfillment of the Lord's Prayer -- the full actualization of the 
Divine Will and Divine Kingdom will be made fully manifest in the New Heavens and 
New Earth in the times soon to come.  Alleluia and Amen!

May all of you, my dear brothers and sisters in Christ, be ever-abundantly blessed by all
of these words.  God bless you all.

I love you,
--a soul
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